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South African vehicle retail sales statistics for 
the first half of 2021 – particularly in the month 
of May – indicate that the Chinese have finally 
arrived as fairly significant players in the local 
market. It has been a long journey, with the first 
cars from Geely having arrived here in 2007.

At the time some optimistic local industry 
commentators predicted it would only take the 
Chinese five years to progress as far as the Koreans 
did in 10 years and the Japanese did in 20 years. 
This has not proved to be the case and progress 
has been slow. Generally, exports of Chinese 
domestic brand motor vehicles continue to 
be disappointing.

Since the arrival of Geely there have been 
sporadic introductions of a host of further Chinese 
domestic brands and models, but none of them 
gained traction until GWM, previously known 
mainly as a bakkie manufacturer, launched its 
upmarket Haval brand with a growing number 
of SUV and crossover models that are building a 
solid foundation.

Haval/GWM sales for the first six months 
of 2021 amounted to 8 149 units compared to 
4 153 for the same period a year ago, but what 
was impressive is that Haval jumped from 12th 
among passenger car brands to ninth in the 
half-year comparison.

June was the month when Haval sold 1 259 
cars and lifted itself to seventh place, ahead of 
established brands such as BMW, Ford, Nissan, 
Mazda, Mercedes-Benz, Peugeot/Citroën, and 

Honda. A major factor in this performance was the 
launch of the Jolion, which contributed 708 units 
to make it the fifth best-selling product range in 
the country for June.

Haval and GWM combined ranked seventh 
among all manufacturers in terms of total sales in 
June, with 1 992 units retailed. 

Another Chinese brand that is, at last, 
showing promise in terms of sales volume is the 
truck division of FAW, which was an early entrant 
into the South African market, having arrived in 
1994. Progress has been slow. Even the start of 
local production at its own plant in Coega, near 
Port Elizabeth, in 2014 did not give sales an early 
boost. However, over the past couple of years 
FAW has become increasingly competitive in the 
local market.

FAW is currently concentrating on the heavy 
truck market (8 501 – 16 500 kg GVM) and here 
it has increased sales in this segment for the first 
six months of 2021 to 431 units, compared to 
230 of these trucks sold in the first half of 2020, 
which was, admittedly, affected by a COVID-19 
lockdown. This performance lifted FAW from 
fourth in the segment to second, trailing only 

Isuzu, which sold 519 heavy trucks in the period 
under review. Total FAW sales between January-
June 2021 totalled 884 units, compared to 559 for 
the same period in 2020.

This robust performance by these Chinese 
brands is probably the motivation for Chery to 
consider a return to the South African market, 
as it has begun distributing regular media 
releases about the company and its products to 
local publications.

naamsa I The Automotive 
Business Council reports

The recovery in the new vehicle market is gaining 
momentum and in line with industry expecta-
tions, notwithstanding the country moving from 
Level 2 to Level 3 in mid-June and subsequently to 
adjusted Level 4 lockdown restrictions at the end of 
June 2021. Aggregate domestic sales in June 2021, 
at 38 030 units, reflected an increase of 20,2%, from 
June 2020. Export sales also recorded a gain of 
50,9%, to 28 384 units in June 2021.

Overall, out of the total reported industry sales 
of 38 030 vehicles, an estimated 32 847 units, or 
86,3%, represented dealer sales, an estimated 7,6% 
represented sales to the vehicle rental industry, 
3,9% to industry corporate fleets, and 2,2% sales 
to government.

The June 2021 new passenger car market, at 
24 482 units, had registered an increase of 28% 

THE CHINESE HAVE ARRIVED
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compared to June 2020. The car 
rental industry accounted for 10,5% 
of car sales in June 2021. Domestic 
sales of new light commercial 
vehicles, bakkies and mini-buses, 
at 11 208 units during June 2021, 
had recorded an increase of 9,6% 
over the June 2020 figure. Sales for 
medium and heavy truck segments 
of the industry reflected a mixed 
performance and at 687 units and 
1 653 units respectively, showed 
an increase of 19,1% in the case of 
medium commercial vehicles, and, 
in the case of heavy trucks and buses 
a decline of 3,3%, compared to the 
corresponding month last year.

The new vehicle market con-
tinued its gradual recovery during 
the month of June 2021 in the face 
of several challenges, but also op-
portunities. Ongoing stronger sales 
through the dealer channel signals 
improved consumer and business 
sentiment, rental companies are 
re-fleeting again while the delayed 
replacement cycle, due to lockdown 
restrictions in 2020, are catching 
up in contributing to improved new 
vehicle sales.

However, of concern is the per-
sistent electricity supply disruptions, 
port delays, and the third COVID-19 

wave of infections being experienced. 
The vaccine rollout is slow, and a 
tidal wave of the pandemic threatens 
to dent the momentum in consump-
tion in the country, especially if the 
adjusted Level 4 lockdown restric-
tions are maintained.

Compared to the first six months of 
2020, the new vehicle market was 
now 40,1% above the corresponding 
period last year, but compared to the 
pre-COVID-19 first six months of 
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MONTHLY SALES STATISTICS

The growing amount of advertising in AutoLive has made it necessary to relocate the four pages 
of detailed monthly vehicle sales analysis to the website www.autolive.co.za.

CLICK HERE to access
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2019, the new vehicle market was still 11,7% 
down, highlighting that a full recovery will 
be protracted until around 2023.

NADA’s View

“The fact that 86.3% of the 38 030 new 
vehicles sold in South Africa in June went 
through the retail dealer channels is a 
strong indicator of growing confidence in 
buying capital assets by both the business 
and consumer sectors of the market,” 
said Mark Dommisse, Chairperson 
of the National Automobile Dealers’ 
Association (NADA).

“Retail sales continued to show a 
gradual recovery in June, which was in line 
with industry forecasts, despite the growing 
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on 
our daily lives as the country moved from 
lockdown Level 2 to Level 3 and then, at 
the end of June, we experienced a really bad 
week with rapidly rising infection levels and 
the imposition of lockdown Level 4.  

“The aggregate sales of 38 030 units 
were an increase of 6 387 units or 20.2% 
on the performance in June 2020, while 
total vehicle sales for the first half of 2021 
were 40.1% higher than at the same time 
in 2020. This is genuinely great news. We 
are halfway through the year, and we are 
tracking ahead of most industry forecasts, 
which is encouraging. 

“It is also encouraging to see the rental 
industry increasing its purchases as they ac-
counted for 7.6% of total sales. This not only 
shows growing business confidence within 
this key economic indicator, but also means 
that more vehicles will come into the used 
car market when the time comes to refleet,” 
added Dommisse. 

The NADA chairperson noted that 
another positive sign was the 50.9% growth 
in the export of built-up vehicles as this 
is the key to success through economy 
of scale production for most of the local 
vehicle manufacturers. 

“However, we, as the motor dealers of 
South Africa, are also realists and know 
well that it is going to be tough to keep 
up momentum in July as key living costs, 
such as electricity and water are going up, 
together with the price of fuel and, in many 

instances mu-
nicipal rates and 
taxes. During 
this time, 
dealers will also 
be dealing with 
implementation 
of the Protection 
of Personal 
Information Act (POPIA), the planned 
rollout of AARTO and the Competition 
Guidelines for the local motor industry. 

“What we really need as a stimulus is 
a rapid increase in the rate of vaccinations. 
The injection of R10 billion into Aspen 
to facilitate vaccine production is good 
news in the fight against the Coronavirus,” 
concluded Dommisse.

WesBank Has its Say

“While the majority of sales during June 
were not severely impacted by COVID-19 
restrictions, we expect a returned level 
of hesitancy during July,” said Lebogang 
Gaoaketse, Head of Marketing and 
Communication at WesBank. “Both busi-
ness and consumer confidence are certainly 
building their own momentum despite the 
current environment, which is providing 
continued energy into the slow recovery of 
the market.

“The apparent stability in the market 
is reassuring given the consistency in sales 
over the past two months,” said Gaoaketse. 
“In 2019, the market was particularly 
volatile, yet our trading conditions now are 
equally as unpredictable.

“Stock shortages continue to have some 
impact on overall sales as manufacturers 
continue to manage demand versus supply 
on imports and availability of production, 
while local manufacturing continues to 
experience some parts supply challenges. 
However, year-to-date sales remain reassur-
ing as the market continues its slow recovery.

“The industry continues to consider 
the Aftermarket Guidelines, which came 
into effect on July 1st, as well as important 
considerations of the protection of personal 
information,” said Gaoaketse. “People’s 
transport considerations are evolving, 
and both the country and the industry 
need to maintain the pace in an exciting 
mobility age.” ■

Editor’s Note
What a month July turned 
out to be! South Africa found 
itself in the throes of the 
third wave of COVID-19 
infections and as a result 
the country was placed on 
adjusted Level 4 lockdown 
restrictions. This meant – 
amongst other things – no 
gatherings, no school and 
no alcohol.

As we were licking our collective wounds and wonder-
ing how the country could survive the resulting blow to the 
economy, we were suddenly faced with another very real and 
very scary threat. Unrest and looting broke out in KwaZulu-
Natal and Gauteng and we were bombarded with news and 
images of property being destroyed, shops being looted, malls 
being ransacked and trucks being burned. It was anarchy.

Of course we panicked. How could we not? South Africa 
was burning and bleeding and for days on end the carnage 
continued while law enforcement remained conspicuously 
absent. Communities turned on each other, shops ran out 
of basic foodstuff, fuel pumps ran dry, businesses closed 
their doors, the route between KZN and Gauteng was shut 
down and the vaccine rollout came to a screeching halt in 
some areas.

All this happened while more and more people were 
contracting the coronavirus, hospitals were overflowing and 
people were dying.

Somehow, we made through. Like we always do. South 
Africa’s people are resilient. We have proven, time and again, 
that in times of tribulation we can stand together and face 
our challenges. We are resourceful and we are smart. Above 
all, we are caring people.

In the shadow of all of this upheaval and uncertainty the 
automotive and related industries forged ahead. Statistics will 
probably reveal that sales suffered as a result of the lockdown 
and unrest, and while the wheels might have slowed down, 
they kept turning.

You can read all about how this happened in this issue of 
AutoLive and we trust that you will come away both informed 
and entertained.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for 
your loyal readership. By all means refer a friend!

Liana Reiners,
Editor
liana@autolive.co.za

To advertise in  contact

Liana Reiners on 083 407 4600 or email on liana@autolive.co.za

Mark Dommisse.
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Engen continues to expand in Botswana and so 
spread its unique retail fuel and convenience 
customer experience across the country, with five 
new Engen Service Stations opening in the first 
half of 2021 and a further five in the pipeline. 

“As always, convenience and customer service 
are key determinants of our success and we are 
excited to bring these new sites to market and 
also announce additional expansion plans,” said 
Chimweta Monga, Managing Director of Engen 
in Botswana. 

As a leading marketer of fuels and lubricants, 
Engen currently operates 64 service stations and 
43 Quickshop convenience stores across Botswana, 
and pumped 202 million litres of fuel from its 
retail forecourts in 2020, in addition to 97 million 
litres to commercial customers and 2.2 million 
litres of lubricants. 

With five new sites opened in the past seven 
months, and more to come, Monga is bullish about 
Engen’s growth plans.

“We also have five sites currently under con-
struction which makes us the only fuel company 
in the country undertaking such an aggressive 
retail expansion amidst a global pandemic. Our 

ambitious retail growth plan is a further indica-
tor of our commitment to sustainable growth in 
the country.” 

In line with Botswana government regula-
tions, Engen prioritises hygiene measures at 
all 64 of its forecourts and 43 Quickshops, 
with sanitisers at shop entrances, cash points 
and every island. “This includes temperature 
checks of all customers and assistance from an 
onsite COVID-19 champion where required. No 
customers are allowed onsite without wearing a 
mask,” assured Monga. 

The five new Engen service stations in 
Botswana are: 
1. Engen West Molepolole 2 has an Engen 

Quickshop and is the only site in the area 
offering a well-lit forecourt for added safety, and 
convenience services. It also operates a high-
speed diesel island for bulk diesel customers. 

2. Engen Molapo, Tati River South is situated in 
a residential area with access to a new mall that 
is currently under construction and is an added 
attraction for customers. It boasts an Engen 
Quickshop which operates 24/7. 

Monthly automotive news to and from Africa

By RogER HougHTon

Zimbabwe continues to be a dominant destina-
tion for built-up vehicles exported into Africa by 
South African manufacturers, although it was just 
pipped by Kenya in the first half of 2021. A total 
of 1 580 vehicles went to Kenya in this period, 
but Zimbabwe took only six units less. However, 
Zimbabwe turned the tables in June taking 304 
units compared to 283 for Uganda.

Exports of built-up vehicles from SA into 
Africa in the first six months of 2021 totalled 
10 600 units, with 14 manufacturers sending 

vehicles to 29 countries. This compares to 6 834 
units shipped during the same period last 
year when hard pandemic lockdowns were in 
place. (The figure for the first half of 2019 was 
11 385 units).

Toyota accounted for 45% of the total in 2021, 
shipping 4 770 units. Isuzu was in a comfort-
able second with 2 337 units exported. It was 
followed by Nissan (1 720), which is undergoing 
a major model change at its Rosslyn plant, Ford 
(849), Volkswagen (324), Mitsubishi (198), and 
Honda (166).

As mentioned earlier, Kenya and Zimbabwe 
both took more than 1 500 vehicles between 

January and June. Other countries that took more 
than 500 units were: Ghana (885), Uganda (882), 
Tanzania (671), Mozambique (625), Zambia (612), 
Nigeria (568), and Mauritius (548).

Toyota increased its share of exports in the 
month of June, shipping 1 288 vehicles, or 62% of 
the total of 2 073 units. Isuzu continued to trail 
Toyota, with 508 exports. Nissan (108) and Ford 
(86) followed. A total of 1 426 units had been 
shipped into Africa in the same month last year. 
Only three countries took more than 200 units 
in the month. They were Zimbabwe (304), Kenya 
(293), and Uganda (268). ■

Kenya Pips Zimbabwe as Top Export 
Destination in Africa for SA-Built Vehicles

Engen Expands Footprint in Botswana

Corner Bakery conveniece at Engen 

West Molepolole.

Engen Tsholofelo boasts a Quickshop.

Engen West Molepolole

Engen prioritises hygiene 
measures at all of its forecourts 
and Quickshops, with sanitisers at 
shop entrances, cash points and 
every island.

continued on next page 
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3. Engen Metsimotlhabe is located along the 
A12 road and is easily accessible to transient 
customers and offers a secure supply of fuel. 
Local residents can look forward to added 
convenience with an Engen Quickshop and 
Corner Bakery set to start operating later this 
year. It also operates a high-speed diesel island 
for bulk diesel customers. 

4. Engen Tsholofelo in Gaborone is the first 
petrol station in the fast-growing residential 
area of Tsholofelo. The site is situated at Sarona 
City, a modern complex with a mall, upmarket 
apartments and residential plots. Residents 
of the greater Tsholofelo area, Phakalane and 
Broadhurst also have easy access to the site 
thanks to recent road upgrades. Plans are afoot 
to open an Engen Quickshop and Corner Bakery 
later this year. 

5. Engen Tulsa in Mogoditshane is situated on a 
large plot opposite the Botswana Defence Force 

barracks. With its picturesque 
palm trees, the site has become 
the go to place to fuel up and 
grab something to eat. It boasts 
a fast-food KFC outlet as well 
as a convenience store and 
operates a high-speed diesel 
island for bulk diesel customers. 

According to Drikus Kotze, 
general manager of Engen’s 
Commercial and International 
Business Division, Botswana is 
an integral part of Engen’s growth ambitions in 
Southern Africa.

“It’s about never standing still, and continually 
seeking relevant and innovative ways to meaning-
fully impact our customers lives by offering quality 
petroleum products and exciting convenience 
services, which is why we are excited to aggres-
sively and sustainably grow the Engen footprint in 
the region.” 

Engen operates a retail network of more than 
230 service stations in six countries, namely: 
Botswana, DRC, eSwatini, Lesotho, Mauritius 
and Namibia, as well as a further 1 000+ sites in 
South Africa.  

The company also focuses on the commercial 
fuels and lubricants sectors in these countries, as 
well as having reseller agreements for lubricants in 
several other sub-Saharan African countries. ■

C2 Technologies Group has expertise in the motor and 
motor related industries including providing a range of services

Visit www.c2group.co.za for information

Monthly automotive news to and from Africa

Isuzu Motors South Africa (IMSAf) has recently 
appointed Komane Pitso as the new Senior 
Vice President for Commercial Operations at 
the Vehicle Conversion and Distribution Centre 
at Markman in Gqeberha. The Commercial 
Operations Department has been established to 
provide efficacy in supply chain management, 
localisation, procurement and supplier quality.

Pitso joins IMSAf as a highly knowledgeable 
supply chain, procurement and localisation expert 
and leader. He studied Procurement and Logistics, 
and has almost 20 years’ experience in various 
supply chain roles, from procurement engaging 

with suppliers, through to external logistics and 
customer collaborations. He also has experi-
ence in developing production facilities in other 
Sub-Saharan African countries, and has gained 
logistics and operations experience in countries in 
West, East and Southern Africa.

Said Mongezi Hermans, Senior Vice President 
Human Capital & Corporate Affairs at Isuzu: “We 
welcome Pitso to Isuzu Motors, and wish him 
all the best with his appointment in this crucial 
role. He comes with immense experience and 
we look forward to some fresh innovative ideas 
that will develop localisation opportunities for 

IMSAf, in particular aligning to The South African 
Automotive Masterplan (SAAM) 2035.”

Pitso’s vision is to see IMSAf being an automo-
tive powerhouse in Africa, continuously growing 
volume and value, and empowering its people. ■

New VP Appointed at Isuzu

Komane Pitso.

People
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The second Intra-African Trade Fair (IATF2021) 
has been rescheduled to take place in Durban, 
KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa from 15 to 21 
November 2021. The Trade Fair was previously 
due to be held in Kigali, Rwanda from 8 to 14 
December 2021.

The Pan-African cross-sectoral exposition 
includes a dedicated focus on the automotive 
sector via the Automotive Tradeshow and African 
Association of Automotive Manufacturers 
(AAAM) Forum, while will draw the continent’s 
nascent and existing automotive role players.

The Automotive Tradeshow at IATF will 
feature exhibiting organisations in the automotive 
and mobility field in both manufacturing and 
automotive aftermarket.

The decision to move the Trade Fair to Durban 
was made by the Advisory Council of IATF2021 at 
its 10th meeting held virtually on 25 May 2021. This 
decision was arrived at after formal consultations 
with the Government of Rwanda, who indicated 
that logistical constraints related to the COVID-19 
pandemic had adversely affected the progress of 
construction of a new facility to host the event.

Commenting on the decision, Chief Olusegun 
Obasanjo, IATF2021 Advisory Council Chairman 
and former President of the Federal Republic of 
Nigeria, commended the Government of Rwanda, 
Afreximbank, the AU, the AfCFTA Secretariat and 
all IATF stakeholders for showing great resilience 
in adapting to the uncertain environment arising 
from the COVID-19 pandemic situation.

“We have once again been able to shoulder 
the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
which is affecting all sectors worldwide and 

forcing Governments, corporates and individu-
als to take unprecedented measures to ensure 
public safety and keep economies running,” said 
Chief Obasanjo.

“Relocating IATF2021 to Durban saves us time 
on the calendar and will enable African countries 
and corporates, as part of their recovery strategy, to 
take full advantage of the Trade Fair, which is also 
an important component of the implementation 
of the African Continental Free Trade Agreement 
under which trading commenced this year.

“Having undertaken a comprehensive assess-
ment of the measures that are being taken by the 
AU and Afreximbank under the African Vaccine 
Acquisition Task Team (AVATT) as well as other 
initiatives to procure vaccines for the continent, 
we believe that a significant number of people 
would have been vaccinated by November and this 
will allow us to have a successful event. We will 
continue working with the Government of South 
Africa to ensure that all the COVID-19 measures 
are complied with during the Trade Fair as the 
safety of both residents and visitors is paramount. 

“We congratulate the Government of the 
Republic of South Africa and KwaZulu-Natal 
Provincial Government and thank them for the 
swift efforts that are being made to ensure that 
IATF2021 safely accommodates the growing 
number of participating governments, exhibitors, 
buyers, conference delegates, and visitors that have 
confirmed their participation in the event,” added 
Chief Obasanjo.

Welcoming the conference, Premier of 
KwaZulu-Natal Sihle Zikalala said: “As KwaZulu-
Natal, we are honoured to host this important 
gathering of the world as we implement our 
own Economic Reconstruction, Recovery and 
Transformation Plan. Our approach is to carefully 
balance the protection of lives against promoting 
and sustaining livelihoods. 

“Based on plans announced by President 
Cyril Ramaphosa on rolling out the COVID-19 
vaccination programme in South Africa, we will 
be ready in November to host our brothers and 
sisters in Durban for this Intra-African Trade Fair 
(IATF2021),” said Premier Zikalala. 

“We look forward to welcoming the delegates 
to the Trade Fair. This gathering is one of the most 
significant strategic interventions to remind us of 
our interconnectedness, and of the urgent need to 
promote intra-Africa trade to reignite economic 
opportunities and create much-needed jobs for 
all our people. In this regard we applaud the 
IATF2021 Advisory Council under the leadership 
of former President of the Federal Republic of 
Nigeria, Chief Olusegun Obasanjo for this bold 
decision as we soldier forward to a better Africa for 
all,” concluded Premier Zikalala. ■

Intra-African Trade Fair Moved to Durban

“Based on plans announced by 
President Cyril Ramaphosa 
on rolling out the COVID-19 
vaccination programme in 
South Africa, we will be ready in 
November to host our brothers 
and sisters in Durban for this Intra-
African Trade Fair (IATF2021).”
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During the first half of 2021, an all time record high of over 319 million online vehicle 
searches were conducted. In addition, over 51 million searches were conducted by body 
type in the same period.

All this – and a lot more – is revealed in the 2021 AutoTrader Mid-Year Industry 
Report, which covers the first six months of this year. This fascinating document – which 
contains anything and everything from insights into the supply of used cars to the 
increasing demand for electric vehicles – provides precise data when it comes to the used 
car market in South Africa.

According to AutoTrader CEO George Mienie, the report comes at a pivotal time for 
vehicle manufacturers and dealers alike. “Following the recovery of a disrupted South 
African automotive market, the industry focus now needs to shift to forging a path 
towards the new normal, one that ensures sustainability for the long term,” he pointed out.

That path will be greatly eased with the provision of market insights – and the report 
provides this in droves. “Car shopping behavioural patterns and journeys were analysed, 
leading to insights into which makes, models and – for the first time in South Africa – 
which variants (including trim level data) have become important to car-buying consum-
ers,” Mienie explained.

A substantial portion of the report is dedicated to electric vehicles (EVs). Local 
interest has significantly increased into what is undoubtedly the future of cars. The report 
reveals that a 211% increase in EV consideration (searches) and a 234% increase in EV 
consumer advert views (CAVs) was recorded, dominated by the BMW i3, Porsche Taycan 
and Jaguar i-Pace. 

Download the full report here ■

Online Vehicle Searches Reach New High

Ford Ranger

Volkswagen Amarok

Toyota Hilux

Volkswagen Golf

Volkswagen Polo Vivo

Volkswagen Polo

BMW 1 Series Coupé

Mercedes-Benz 
E-Class Coupé

Mercedes-Benz 
C-Class Coupé

BMW X5

Volkswagen Tiguan

Toyota Fortuner

Ford Ranger

Toyota Land 
Cruiser 79

Toyota Hilux

Volkswagen Polo 
Sedan

Mercedes-Benz 
C-Class

BMW 3 Series

TOP 3 MOST SEARCHED MODELS BY BODY-TYPE

Toyota 245,426

Volkwagen 227,912

BMW 173,700

Mercedes-Benz 164,259

Ford 151,596

Audi 87,563

Hyundai 71,564

Nissan 60,157

Land Rover 46,831

KIA 37,804

TOP 10 MOST ENqUIRED ON BRANDS

BMW i3

Jaguar I-Pace

Mini Cooper SE

Nissan LEAF

Porsche 
Taycan

TOP 5 MOST SEARCHED EVs

111,450

104,452

50,240

17,797

1,405
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TOP 10 ENqUIRED ON MODELS

Volkswagen Polo Vivo
average price

R176 947
average year average mileage

2018 55 261km

Mercedes-Benz C-Class
average price

R402 749
average year average mileage

2015 89 579km

BMW 3 Series
average price

R331 824
average year average mileage

2015 93 649km

Toyota Fortuner
average price

R505 575
average year average mileage

2016 107 157km

Isuzu KB
average price

R248 695
average year average mileage

2015 138 916km

Volkswagen Golf
average price

R305 679
average year average mileage

2014 102 403 km

Ford Ranger
average price

R373 948
average year average mileage

2017 94 919km

Volkswagen Polo
average price

R232 535
average year average mileage

2017 62 184km

Toyota Hilux
average price

R412 688
average year average mileage

2017 91 680km

BMW 1 Series
average price

R292 118
average year average mileage

2015 96 654km
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Porsche Sets Up JV with 
Rimac to run Bugatti

The Volkswagen Group is setting up a joint venture 
with the Croatian company, Rimac, to look after 
the Bugatti supercar brand. Rimac, which is strong 
in electric mobility, will own 55% of the JV. Bugatti 
models will continue to be produced in France, 
while the battery electric Rimac Nevera will be 
made in Zagreb, Croatia.

Other investors in Rimac include Hyundai, 
Kia, and the Chinese battery maker, the Camel 
Group. Bugatti, which was revived as a brand in 
1998, sells about 80 cars a year. They are exotic ex-
amples of automotive engineering with 16-cylinder 
engines and are in the ultra-high-performance 
category. Rimac announced its first car, the electric 
Concept One, in 2011. ■

Kyalami gets High Energy 
Performance Rating

The Kyalami Grand Prix Circuit and International 
Convention Centre has received a B rating in 
the government’s new Energy Performance 
Certification (EPC) programme, where A is the 
highest achievable rating and G the worst for 
buildings in South Africa.

“The facility is comprehensive, with the main 
building in the region of 14 500 m2. The energy 
requirements must be vast, so their rating is to 
be applauded,” commented Barry Bredenkamp, 
General Manager Energy Efficiency & Corporate 
Communications at the South African National 
Energy Development Institute, (SANEDI).

In alignment with the new regulations 
gazetted in December 2020, buildings in South 

Africa need to have their energy performance 
assessed by an accredited party, who will then issue 
an EPC which rates the building from A – G for 
energy efficiency.

“To be compliant, the EPC must be displayed 
at the building entrance, and at least a D-rating 
must be achieved, to comply with the national 
Building Regulations,” explained Bredenkamp. 
“For the purposes of the EPC, a building’s energy 
performance is measured in terms of kilowatt 
hours per square metre per annum (kWh/m2/a). 
Kyalami is the first building in its category in 
South Africa to have received an EPC rating.

Once issued, an EPC must be renewed every 
five years, giving building owners the opportunity 
to improve their energy performance by introduc-
ing renewable energy. Property owners and public 
facilities have until 7 December 2022 to ensure 
that they are compliant. As an agency for the 
Department of Mineral Resources and Energy, 
SANEDI has been tasked with supporting the 
implementation of the regulations. ■

Joburg Dome Bought 
by We Buy Cars

The used car buyer and seller, We Buy Cars, has 
bought the TicketPro Dome from the Sasol Pension 
Fund to make it into arguably one of the largest 
used vehicle showrooms and transaction areas in 
the world. The facility, to the west of Johannesburg, 
will be able to house approximately 1 500 vehicles. 
We Buy Cars already has eight branches located 
nationally, with four in Gauteng. A new branch 
was launched in Germiston last month.

This purchase has taken the facility back to 
its roots as it was built originally as a multi-brand, 

new vehicle showroom but this dream was never 
realised. It then became a multi-purpose exhibition 
and conference centre as well as a venue which 
saw many entertainers performing over the years, 
including several international stars such as 
Cliff Richard. ■

Toyota Increases Scope of 
Electric and Autonomous 
Joint Venture

Toyota Motor Corporation has added Suzuki and 
Daihatsu to its joint venture with Hino Motors 
and Isuzu Motors to develop commercial and mini 
vehicles in the electric vehicle (EV) and autono-
mous vehicle (AV) spaces. Toyota will hold 60% 
of the shares in the JV, with each of its partners 
having a 10% share.

Mini vehicles play a major role in personal and 
business transport in Japan and electrification and 
autonomous technology are expensive to develop 
so it makes sense for two of the biggest makers of 
these vehicles, Suzuki and Daihatsu, to work in a 
grouping such as the one now established.

Toyota, Isuzu, and Hino previously established 
the Commercial Japan Partnership Technologies 
Corporation to bolster their competitive edge in 
connected commercial vehicles. ■

Dream Car Contest 
Winners Announced

The winners of the 15th annual Toyota Dream Car 
Art Contest were announced at a virtual event 

continued on next page 
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hosted by Toyota South Africa Motors (TSAM) 
recently. Earlier this year, TSAM had invited chil-
dren up to the age of 15 years to submit drawings 
of their imagined mobility solutions of the future. 
The competition had three age categories, namely: 
Under 8, 8 to 11 years and 12 to 15 years.

For the first time in the competition’s history, 
the prizes of the winners in each category were 
delivered in a vehicle emblazoned with their 
respective artwork. “We are obviously sad that 
COVID-19 has made it impossible for us to host 
the winners at Toyota like we’ve done before the 
pandemic hit, but we’ve had to improvise. The 
Dream Car competition is aimed at encouraging 
children to visualise and sketch mobility solutions 
of the future – and we hope that it was like seeing 
their artwork coming to life when they saw the cars 
that delivered their prizes,” said Glenn Crompton, 
Vice President of Marketing at TSAM.

The first prize in the Under 8 category went to 
Zuhayr Syed Ebrahim for his Air Mobile, which 
he explained is based on his imagination to see it 
race other air mobile cars and to see a great view 
on cruise mode. Ridhima Hingorani’s Leaf Car 
claimed first spot in the 8 to 11 years category. 
The piece was inspired by her desire to create an 
eco-friendly vehicle that works like a leaf, taking 
energy from air and sunlight and using biogas as 
an alternative fuel source. In the 12 to 15 years 
category, Karabelo Musi walked away with first 
prize for her Toyota Dream Car – a vehicle that is 
about creating happiness to be spread throughout 
the world and for negativity to be sucked away.  

The competition, which attracted more than 
11 000 entries, also recognised four runners-up 
in each category and ensured that they didn’t 
walk away empty-handed. Each category winner 
received a PS5 to the value of R15 000, while the 
prize for second place was an Xbox valued at 
R7 000, third place a laptop to the value of R5 000, 
a tablet valued at R3 000 for fourth place and a 
R2 000 Makro voucher for fifth place. ■

Competition Commission 
Investigates Spark 
Plug Supplier

According to a recent article by Engineering 
News, the Competition Commission has filed 
a referral with the Competition Tribunal for 
prosecution against NGK Spark Plug (NGK), 
together with its South African subsidiary, NGK 
Spark Plugs South Africa (NGK SA), for their 
involvement in price fixing, market division and 
collusive tendering.

The Commission says it seeks an order from 
the Tribunal to levy an administrative penalty 
equivalent to 10% of the yearly turnover of either 
NGK or NGK SA, “the one paying the other to be 
absolved, in terms of section 58 (1)(a)(iii), read with 
section 59 of the Competition Act”.

NGK is a global manufacturer and supplier of 
spark plugs to vehicle manufacturers.

The Competition Commission says it scruti-
nised NGK and NGK SA operations as part of its 
investigation of 63 automotive components manu-
facturers alleged to have colluded on 310 separate 
instances, involving 92 automotive components. 

The Commission’s investigation against NGK 
found that from at least 2008, NGK colluded with 
Denso when responding to a request for quotation 
issued by Fuji Heavy Industries for the supply of 
spark plugs for the AR18 engine installed in its 
Subaru Impreza, Subaru Forrester and Subaru 
Legacy vehicles sold in South Africa.

On October 13, 2014, the Commission 
announced that it had launched investigations 
into price fixing, market division and collusive 
tendering in the market for the manufacture and 
supply of automotive components supplied to 
vehicle manufacturers. 

NGK is one of the firms that the Commission 
has been investigating for collusive conduct in the 
supply of automotive components. ■

Chery is China’s Top 
Brand in Sales growth

Recently released data from the China 
Association of Automobile Manufacturers shows 
that Chery ranks first in year-on-year growth 
among the top 15 Chinese brand car sales from 
January to June. After ranking first in the indus-
try in the year-on-year growth rate from January 
to May, Chery’s growth rate again ranked first, 
and far exceeded the industry’s average growth 
rate of 25.6%.

Chery’s sales have been advancing for six 
consecutive months, maintaining the year-on-year 
growth rates of 80.2%, 144.9%, 130.5%, 91.6%, 
58.1% and 58.3%. The accumulative sales volume 
is 424 457 vehicles, with a year-on-year growth of 
80.4%. The export of automobiles reached 118 743, 
up 168.4 % year on year, and the export volume 
of half a year has exceeded the whole volume of 
last year.

Since the start of 2021 Chery has acceler-
ated product iteration and continued to improve 
product competitiveness and sales in the face of the 
complex and changeable international market. In 
the first half of the year, the main models sold well 
all over the world, and the export volume in the 
first half of the year ranked first among Chinese 
brands of passenger cars. Chery’s total export vol-
ume is expected to reach 300 000 vehicles this year, 
making it the No. 1 Chinese brand of passenger 
cars for 19 consecutive years. ■
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By RogER HougHTon

The global automotive news channels are flooded 
these days with articles about electric vehicles, 
despite the fact that the world is not yet ready 
to support a fully electric vehicle fleet, even in 
First World regions such as Europe and the 
United States.

Robert Wimmer, the head of energy and 
environmental research at Toyota Motor North 
America, summed up the situation very well when 
testifying before the US senate recently. He said: “If 
we are to make dramatic progress in electrification 
it will require overcoming tremendous challenges, 
including refuelling infrastructure, battery avail-
ability, consumer acceptance, and affordability.”

Just look at the figures. The present vehicle 
parc in the US is estimated at about 300 million, 
with about 98% of them powered by internal 
combustion engines (ICE). Think of the challenge 
of charging about 300 million EVs in 20 years if all 
manufacturers follow General Motors (and several 
others) in stopping the production of ICE cars.

What it also means is that extra electric energy 
will be needed too, as recent power outages in 

California and Texas have exposed shortcomings 
in the current electricity infrastructure. Elon Musk 
has said that the US will need to double electric-
ity generation if the country goes 100% electric. 
Storing wind- and solar-generated power for use 
when the winds are light, and clouds cover the 
sun is another challenge if one talks renewable 
power sources.

Every fuel station will need to be wired to 
charge cars and fast chargers are expensive. 
This will be a tough call for many owners of the 
150 000 gas stations in the US as the government 
or electricity supply companies will not be able to 
pay these hefty bills. Many gas stations in the US 
are owned by fuel companies and run by private 
operators, which will not be the case with electric 
charging stations.

Half-an-hour is considered reasonable for 
a roadside charge, but this is five or 10 times 

longer than filling a fuel tank with petrol. 
Speeding up the charging rate comes at an 
excessive cost.

The Biden administration in the US is propos-
ing a big increase in the number of charging sta-
tions countrywide as part of its as-yet-unapproved 
infrastructure package, according to a recent 
article in Automotive News. But even the 500 000 
plugs proposed represents a small percentage 
of what will eventually be needed, especially to 
satisfy consumers who do not have access to a 
parking space for their vehicle, including many 
urban dwellers.

These factors show the tough challenges facing 
world-leading economies when insisting on zero 
emission transport, so where does this leave South 
Africa’s EV aspirations? There seems little appetite 
(and available finance) from the SA govern-
ment, which seems to be paying lip service to 
electrification of transport. Add in the substantial 
loss of income it will face as the generous fuel 
taxes diminish.

Remember this is a government which is 
battling to keep the lights on and has not even been 
able to give us clean petroleum fuel for vehicles 
powered by ICE! ■

Charging is the Big Elephant in the EV Room

Elon Musk has said that the US 
will need to double electricity 
generation if the country goes 
100% electric. 
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What are the current topics and trends in the 
aftermarket? What challenges will workshops 
face in the future? These and other issues will be 
addressed during the Automechanika Frankfurt 
Digital Plus, which will be held from 14 to 16 
September this year in a new and more compact 
form, supplemented by a large digital offer. Also 
new is that the logistics industry will be meeting at 
the same time for Hypermotion at the Frankfurt 
exhibition centre 

With around 75 per cent of the roughly 200 
exhibitors indicating that they want to have 
a physical stand, the aftermarket sector will 
finally be meeting face-to-face again. “I’m really 
pleased that our plug-and-play offer of fully 
equipped stands has been so well received and 
that so many companies who’ve signed up want 
to meet in person again in Frankfurt. However, 
even those who are not coming to Frankfurt 
can take part in our wide-ranging complemen-
tary programme. Thanks to our new online 
features, we’ll be providing additional options 
for presentation, for networking and for a wide 
international reach,” said Olaf Musshoff, Director 
of Automechanik Frankfurt.

There has been considerable interest from 
other countries and exhibitors will be coming 
not only from Germany, but also from Belgium, 
France, the UK, the Netherlands, Italy, Spain, 
Portugal, Switzerland, Denmark, Finland, Poland, 
Hungary, the Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Lithuania, Georgia, Ukraine, Russia, Greece, 

Turkey, India, the United Arab Emirates, Korea, 
China, Taiwan and Australia.

Although many companies have already 
committed to physical exhibits, there are also 
numerous companies that will be participating 
entirely online.

Programme Highlights at 
Automechanika Frankfurt Digital Plus

As an innovation showcase, training centre and 
test lab for car dealerships and repair shops, the 
Future Repair Shop 4.0 will be working with 
the Institute for the Automotive Industry (IfA), 
demonstrating tomorrow’s technologies, processes 
and business models at the trade show. There will 
be eight learning stations on the customer journey 
with a focus on aftersales, giving visitors a hands-
on experience of technological change. Motor 
industry professionals can gain valuable expertise 

and fresh inspiration for their own business in 
the future.

Digitisation and new technical developments 
are posing new challenges to vehicle repair shops 
on a daily basis. To keep up with it all, it’s impor-
tant to engage regularly in professional develop-
ment. As before, hands-on workshops will be held 
at the trade fair. They will take place in cooperation 
with well-known partners and will be directed at 
vehicle repair shops, in particular. There will also 
be several live accident repair demonstrations.

In addition, the Automechanika Academy 
will be running a wide-ranging programme on all 
three days. Recent developments on the topics of 
tomorrow’s service and mobility, electromobility, 
3D printing and car wash will be presented in 
several visionary talks, given by professionals, and 
will be debated in panel discussions.

Anyone who runs a repair shop will be 
particularly interested in Schadentalk, a vehicle 
damage chat show, as well as a range of talks and 
panel discussions on the day-to-day business of a 
repair shop.

In times of climate change and environmental 
protection, the topic of a circular economy and re-
manufacturing is becoming increasingly relevant. 
The first Automechanika Remanufacturing Day 
will be therefore held on 15 September, in coopera-
tion with the Automotive Parts Remanufacturers’ 
Association (APRA). Several professionals will 
be presenting the topic from various angles, with 
opportunities for questions. ■

In-Person Encounters and Digital 
Networking at Automechanika Frankfurt

Olaf Musshoff, Director of Automechanika 

Frankfurt.
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Corporate Social Responsibility

“A fundamental concern for others in our indi-
vidual and community lives would go a long way in 
making the world the better place we so pas-
sionately dreamt of.” It is this inspiring quote from 
Nelson Mandela that helped set in motion a hu-
manitarian relief effort between Gift of the Givers, 
Ford South Africa and Cars.co.za within the small 
town of Touws River in the Western Cape.

Recently, Gift of the Givers was informed by 
charity organisations that the people of Touws 
River had fallen on even harder times as a result of 
the COVID-19 pandemic. According to Ali Sablay 
from Gift of the Givers, as much as 80 per cent of 
the people in Touws River are unemployed.

“When COVID hit South Africa, game 
reserves in the area had to lay off staff while other 
businesses closed down during the pandemic. 
This economic disruption has caused even higher 
unemployment and taken away many peoples’ 
only source of income,” explained Sablay. “It also 
became apparent that the health among the elderly 
was deteriorating despite receiving their chronic 
medication. When the nursing sisters visited these 
people, they found that there was absolutely no 
food and that the medication was being taken on 
empty stomachs. It was very clear at this stage that 
we needed to get involved with the right partners.”

In the early hours of 8 July, two Ford Rangers, 
driven by the team at Cars.co.za and Gift of the 
Givers, were filled with food hampers and blankets 

and embarked on the two-hour drive from Cape 
Town to Touws River. Their arrival was immedi-
ately greeted by thankful smiles and excitement 
followed by helping hands that arrived to distribute 
a total of 150 food hampers and 150 blankets from 
the Rangers’ loadbins.

Additionally, R100 000 was donated by Cars.
co.za, making it possible for Gift of the Givers to 
provide broader assistance to those in need in the 
coming months.

“It is a pleasure and an honour for Cars.
co.za to join forces with the Gift of the Givers and 
Ford South Africa, two brands that together have 
already made a big and positive impact on the lives 
of many South Africans,” said Hannes Oosthuizen, 
consumer experience manager at Cars.co.za.

“This initiative kicked off with targeted 
assistance of the Touws River community, but we 
hope to raise enough funds to further boost Gift 

of the Givers’ efforts across our nation. Cars.co.za 
has kick-started this project by donating R100 000 
from its 2020 YouTube advertising revenue, and 
now we call on all South Africans who are able to 
assist, to donate and help this project bring some 
warmth and comfort to those communities that 
have been left battered by not only the COVID-19 
pandemic and its repercussions, but also the chilly 
grip of winter.”

“Initiatives like this epitomise the Ford for 
South Africa’ campaign,” said Neale Hill, manag-
ing director of Ford South Africa. “It goes beyond 
just highlighting Ford’s corporate and product 
legacy and demonstrates our commitment to this 
wonderful and vibrant country, and our unwaver-
ing dedication to building a brighter future for all 
South Africans,” he added.

Click on the link to watch the video. ■

Mandela Month Inspires Outreach to 
Touws River Community

Volvo Trucks South Africa, on behalf of the Volvo 
Group, has donated R1.68 million to aid those 
affected by the recent unrest and violence in the 
country, and to support the rebuilding of the 
affected regions.

The funds were made available by the Volvo 
Group and will be donated to the Gift of the Givers 
Foundation, the largest African disaster response 
non-governmental organisation. The organisation 
already has an extensive network in place, bringing 
food, medical, business and livelihood support 
to the communities affected in KwaZulu-Natal 
and Gauteng.

“I am proud to represent Volvo Group and 
to be part of the drive to create prosperity for all 
through sustainable transport and infrastruc-
ture solutions. We believe in creating a better world 

for the next generation,” said Marcus Hörberg, 
vice president of Volvo Group Southern Africa. 
“For this reason, the funds will also go towards re-
establishing supply chain mechanisms and medical 
supply logistics, ensuring that people are able to 
access food and health services safely and easily.”

This donation also forms part of a response 

by Team Sweden in South Africa, a network of 
organisations coordinated by Business Sweden and 
the Swedish Embassy.

“We believe in South Africa and its people, and 
we want to continue being part of the rebuilding of 
the country and making a positive contribution to 
the society we operate in,” concluded Hörberg. ■

Volvo Trucks Donation to Aid and Rebuild SA
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Land Rover has announced an extension of 
its community Hope Gardens initiative in the 
Western Cape, to celebrate the current Castle Lions 
Series between The Lions and the Springboks. 

Land Rover Hope Gardens are long-lasting 
initiatives intended to uplift communities, not only 
with a continuous supply of fresh produce, but 
also agricultural and environmental education. 
The latest Hope Garden project was headed up by 
former Springbok Rugby World Cup winner Bryan 
Habana and Zelda La Grange, former private 
secretary to Nelson Mandela. 

This new Land Rover Hope Garden has been 
established at Greyton Community School near 
Hermanus, in the Western Cape. The garden 
was designed by a local landscaper and includes 
the equipment and materials to help grow the 
vegetables, fruit and nut trees that will provide 
food to the Greyton community. It will also be 
used by pupils to learn about gardening and 
environmental science. 

As part of the activity, filmed with strict 
adherence to current COVID regulations, Habana 

and La Grange were joined by former British & 
Irish Lions player Brad Barritt, who was born and 
lives in South Africa, as well as AnneLee Murray 
who was the PR Manager of the Springboks for 
over 20 years. In the film both talk about their first-
hand experiences of being involved in a Lions Tour, 
as well as the importance and responsibility of The 
Lions to create a legacy as part of each Tour. 

The film has been released to coincide with 
Mandela Day – an annual celebration in honour of 
Nelson Mandela’s birthday. Every year on Mandela 
day, South African citizens are called on to devote 
67 minutes of their time to community service, 
symbolising the 67 years that the late Nelson 
Mandela spent fighting for social justice. 

The new Hope Garden in the Western Cape 

is in addition to another built by Land Rover in 
partnership with the South African Red Cross in 
Thembisa in Gauteng in 2018. Land Rover donated 
seedlings, vegetable plants, gardening equipment, 
fencing and shade cloth to the Thembisa Hope 
Garden, while a full irrigation system was installed 
to ensure the veggies stay properly hydrated. 
A small office and kitchen where garden staff 
prepare meals and soups to feed the community 
was equipped with kitchen utensils, tables and 
chairs, and local children were taught the basics 
of gardening.

Watch the film with Habana, La Grange, 
Barritt and Murray here. ■

Corporate Social Responsibility

The new Land Rover Hope 
Garden has been established 
at Greyton Community School 
near Hermanus.

New Land Rover Hope Garden 
Established in Western Cape 

From left: Bryan Habana, Brad Barritt, 

AnneLee Murray and Zelda La Grange.

Kia South Africa has reaffirmed its support for the 
Beeld Children’s Fund by donating a Kia Picanto 
1.0 START as the grand prize in this year’s edition 
of the Fund’s annual fundraising raffle. This is 
the fourth consecutive year that Kia has donated 
a vehicle to the raffle, which is also sponsored by 
radio station RSG 100-104fm. 

“Kia remains committed to supporting 
established, credible organisations that strive for 
the betterment of our youth’s future,” said Christo 
Valentyn, GM Marketing, Kia South Africa. “Our 
partnership with the Beeld Children’s Fund is an 
investment in the future of our nation and allows 
us to support many children in their quest to rise 
above the adversities they face.” 

The Beeld Children’s Fund was founded 
in 1977, and through the proceeds raised by 
the annual raffle, supports various children’s 
homes, community programmes, early child-
hood development, as well as education and 
training. The programmes focus on physical and 
emotional development, early childhood develop-
ment, and help with homework for scholars. 
Emotional trauma is also addressed through 
therapy programmes.

Nearly 8 000 children benefit annually from 
the Fund and last year more than R1.3 million was 
raised, a record in the project’s 25-year history. To 
find out more about the Beeld Children’s Fund, 

including how you can enter to stand a chance 
of winning the main prize of a Kia Picanto 1.0 
START, or various other prizes, visit  
www.beeldkinderfonds.co.za. ■

Kia Pledges Continued Support to Beeld’s Children’s Fund
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This year, Kia South Africa – through its local 
holding company, Motus – is participating in the 
Youth Employment Service (YES) programme that 
calls on business to assist government in creating 
critical work experience opportunities for young 
people across the country.  

At Kia, most of the YES programme learn-
ers have been placed in sales coordinator roles 
throughout the Kia retail network and its head 
office. This will allow the learners to gain valuable 
experience ranging from customer service, 
administration, vehicle financing and an overall 
perspective of what it takes to run such a business.

Launched a little over two years ago by 
President Cyril Ramaphosa, YES has already 
created 51 600 work experiences for previously 
unemployed youth who would otherwise have had 
limited employment opportunities. In this time, 
these partnerships have injected approximately 
R3 billion into the economy through salaries that 
have been transferred into the youth worker wallet. 

The introduction of the 355 YES youth will be 
staggered across different divisions within Motus 
– of which 63 learners will find their feet at Kia – 
and provide previously unemployed youth with a 
one-year fixed term contract, a mobile device for 
ongoing support and training, as well as access to 
jobs across the group. 

“While more than 8.5 million youth are 
unemployed, they are not unemployable. A current 
YES survey that tracks YES alumni has surprised 
us with exciting results, showing that 42 per cent of 
youth called have been absorbed into employment. 

This data shows that YES programmes are making 
youth more employable, despite a lack of formal 
education,” said Dr Tashmia Ismail, YES chief 
executive. “What we’re seeing from companies 
like Motus, which are providing young people 
with that critical first work opportunity, is that an 
ability and willingness to train young people on 
the job, brings energy and innovation into their 
business. This in turn, triggers an economic ripple 
effect that helps reignite an economy in which 
more young people are included. We cannot leave 
another generation behind.” 

In addition, Motus is funding additional 
opportunities for placement with its Corporate 
Social Investment programme partners, Unjani 
Clinics and the Imperial and Motus Community 
Trust. All roles identified have been specifically 
created and are not vacancies that would have 

been filled during the normal employment cycles 
and, where applicable, will also see South Africa’s 
largest automotive group provide additional op-
portunities for youth to obtain driving lessons and 
driving licences.

“By partnering with and investing in pro-
grammes such as YES, we are not only providing 
an opportunity for those 355 youths, but we are 
expanding the talent pool for the entire industry, 
which means we all benefit in the end,” said Osman 
Arbee, CEO of Motus. ■

A Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 519 CDI Panel Van has been converted into a 
mobile museum for the Nelson Mandela Museum, based in Mthatha, Eastern 
Cape.

Mercedes-Benz South Africa has long been associated with South Africa’s 
first democratically elected president, Nelson Mandela. It was a specially built 
red Mercedes-Benz S-Class that Madiba was driven in, after he was released 
from prison, in 1990. More than two decades later, Mercedes-Benz Vans 
South Africa is continuing to honour his greatest legacy: lending a hand to the 
underprivileged people of South Africa.

The 5.5-ton Extra-Long Sprinter is earmarked to assist the Nelson Mandela 
Museum in fulfilling a vision for Madiba’s legacy to be a living and mobile 
museum that embraces development and inspires people through education, 
culture and tourism.

One of the barriers for the museum carrying out its mission has been 
accessibility. A large part of the region has not been exposed to the museum for 
various reasons, and this necessitated a mobile solution.

“The Sprinter will improve the reach of the museum’s educational pro-
grammes and increase accessibility to various communities, especially those in 
far-flung areas of the Eastern Cape. The Mercedes-Benz Sprinter will be used 
to narrate the legacy of Mandela to those who need to be inspired most,” said 
Bonke Tyhulu, CEO of the Nelson Mandela Museum.

The devastating impact of COVID-19 has also further highlighted 
the need for the Nelson Mandela Museum to initiate mobile educational 

programmes, allowing the institution to promote the ideals of non-racialism, 
non-sexism, peace, unity, human rights and democracy, which the nation’s 
father championed wholeheartedly.

With more than 20 years of experience and innovation, it was a natural fit 
for the Nelson Mandela Mobile Museum to be based on the Sprinter. For this 
particular application, a rear-wheel drive Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 519 CDI 
Panel Van was selected due to its loading compartment of up to 15.5 m3, a 
maximum gross vehicle mass of 5 500 kg and a high roof. ■

Corporate Social Responsibility

Saying YES to Youth Employment

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter Donated to Nelson Mandela Museum

42 per cent of youth called have 
been absorbed into employment.
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The growing sense of urgency in the automotive 
industry for more to be done to curtail dependency 
on fossil fuels and to reduce harmful CO2 emis-
sions has spearheaded the drive to find an alterna-
tive energy option for motorists. At present South 
Africa ranks 8th in the world of the 50 top countries 
with the highest CO2 emitting power sectors.

Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) 
are channelling ever more resources into develop-
ing low-carbon vehicles, aimed at addressing the 
issues of CO2 emissions, and the soaring cost of 
petrol and diesel. In the aftermarket, members 
of the Automotive Remanufacturers’ Association 
(ARA) have been successfully piloting Autogas 
as a great alternative energy option for the 
immediate future.

“Autogas conversions are both relatively simple 
to effect and the skills set is ready and available 
in the country’s auto workshops,” said Attie 
Serfontein, national director of ARA. In June 2020, 
ARA piloted its first “powered by gas” programme 
at two of its selected workshops in Gauteng and in 
the Free State.

Based on the success of the two pilots, 
Serfontein and his team embarked on a national 
roadshow to present the project to interested work-
shops who wished to either participate or invest 
in the project, as part of ARAs diversification 
concept, to adapt to a new green energy solution 
technology which not only will benefit consumers 
but also provide much needed job opportunities. 
“We have dedicated a task team to research what 
kits and skids are available in the market today 
that comply to SA standards and requirements, 
as well as to suggest a best approach in venturing 
into the project with a turn-key business-model,” 
Serfontein explained.

He continued by saying that the organisation 
is excited about the possible total new job earning 
opportunities that are expected to be created from 
this initiative. The exact number will depend on 
the level of investment.

For example by incorporating gas conversions 
only, it is estimated one could increase one’s staff 
count by 10% based on an average of 10 employees 
per business. By adding gas supply, this will double 
to 20% and if one diversifies this to maintenance, 
repairs and servicing, additional work creation 
possibilities could increase the staff count by 30%. 
The opportunity for new business ventures and 
new start-ups is also now a possibility and could 
raise total employment levels in the sector by 40%.

“We see immediate employee absorption 
within the automotive aftermarket retail sec-
tor, and more specifically the remanufacturing 
sub-sector, in major metropolitan municipal 
districts like Johannesburg, Pretoria, Cape Town 

and KwaZulu-Natal, with a phased increase in 
the Eastern and Northern Cape and Free State. 
Occupational levels will include semi-skilled, 
skilled technicians, as well as professionally 
qualified, senior and top management, depending 
on the aforementioned levels of investment and 
engagement,” said Serfontein.

Timelines will depend on the level of invest-
ment and engagement. It is estimated that level 1 
(gas conversions) can be completed within a month 
to two months of project roll-out, level 2 (gas sup-
ply) within two to three months, level 3 (additional 
work allocation) within three to six months and 
level 4 (new business ventures and start-ups) 
within six to twelve months of start-up.

So when will it be available widely in South 
Africa? Gas conversion technology is expected 
first from large fleet owners due to the cost-saving 
opportunity. In terms of take-up from the retail 
motoring public, the technology has already been 
implemented over the last 3 to 5 years, so the actual 
service rendering should take no longer than three 
to six months from adoption. “We are advanced 
in our talks with various stakeholders and are also 
looking at options to localise this link; gas is avail-
able from both Richards Bay and St Helena Bay, to 
name but a few gas resources.”

Discussions have been held with bulk users 
and fleet companies who have expressed interest 
and are now just awaiting project roll-out. Certain 
OEMs have already implemented the technology 
at plant level, which now places added urgency on 
upskilling the automotive aftermarket retail sector, 
enabling t participants to perform maintenance, 
services and repairs on the already retrofitted 
vehicles. “We feel confident that we will be able to 
start rolling out Autogas on a national level in the 
near future,” concluded Serfontein. ■

It is estimated that level 1 (gas 
conversions) can be completed 
within a month to two months of 
project roll-out.

Gas Conversion Gains Momentum

1. United States, 2,790,000,000
2. China, 2,680,000,000
3. Russia, 661,000,000
4. India, 583,000,000
5. Japan, 400,000,000
6. Germany, 356,000,000
7. Australia, 226,000,000
8. South Africa, 222,000,000.

Countries with the 
highest CO2-emitting 

power sectors (tonnes 
of CO2)

LPG gas cylindrical tank.

LPG Gas filler.

Engine front with LPG gas components.
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Stellantis South Africa has been recognised as 
the most admired car company in the country 
by the South Africa Guild of Mobility Journalists 
(SAGMJ). The accolade was announced at the 
media group’s Annual General Meeting at the end 
of June.

Awarded for the first time in the SAGMJ’s 
59-year history, the accolade was unanimously 
voted in, recognising Stellantis’ professionalism 
and commitment to customers and media alike 
across all its brands.

Stellantis is the result of a historic merger of 
equals (Fiat Chrysler Automobiles and Peugeot 
SA) in one of the largest motor industry deals in 
the last decade. Combining two strong business 
entities with diverse backgrounds, wide-ranging 
talents, and inspiring heritage has created a 
broad-based platform of iconic brands to exceed 
customer expectations.

As a result, Stellantis is now a major motor 
industry force in the South African landscape. It 

represents 72 dealerships across the country selling 
eight brands (Abarth, Alfa Romeo, Citroën, Fiat, 
Fiat Professional, Jeep, Opel and Peugeot), and 
there are ambitious growth plans to open 12 new 
facilities by the end of the year.

“We’re delighted by the South African media’s 
recognition and admiration of Stellantis,” said 
Leslie Ramsoomar, Managing Director of Stellantis 
South Africa. “Not only is the media an important 
constituency for us, enabling us to get our story 
out to South African consumers and industry 
stakeholders, but it is a proud endorsement for 
us of the efforts that go into creating the ultimate 
customer experience across our brands.”

Speaking at the SAGMJ’s AGM, Chairman 
Carl Wepener cited Stellantis’ professional mana-
gerial style and incredible knowledge displayed 
during all launches, the company’s commitment 
to journalists and customers alike, and passion-
ate commitment to all the brands in the group 
amongst the criteria considered for the award.

“Stellantis’ vision to become a globally rec-
ognised entity in South Africa and their manage-
ment’s commitment to going the extra mile to en-
sure that journalists are informed of the long-term 
strategies envisaged contributed to the success of 
the Stellantis brand introduction into the local 
market,” said Wepener. “The professional conduct 
and attention given by senior management to every 
journalist, irrespective of stature and seniority, 
when attending vehicle launches as well as granting 
interviews is a sign of their dedication.” ■

Axalta, a global supplier of liquid and powder 
coatings, recently showcased its automotive coat-
ings solutions for the growing autonomous vehi-
cles market at the 31st International Conference 
on Automotive Body Finishing (SURCAR). The 
event, which brought together a global audience 
of automobile and paint industry experts and 
influencers, took place in Cannes, France, earlier 
this month. Autonomous and electric vehicles 
were a leading theme of this year’s SURCAR 
as the world moves toward more sustainable 
transport solutions.

Said Hassine Sioud, Group Vice President, 
Mobility at Axalta for Europe, the Middle East 
and Africa, “The evolution of mobility creates 
tremendous opportunities and requires coatings 
with advanced functionality that, in addition to 
aesthetics and protection, contribute to the ef-
ficiency of electric motors and components, vehicle 
design, navigation, and passenger safety, among 
other areas.”

Axalta Mobility Coatings, which launched in 

April 2021 to focus on new mobility markets such 
as autonomous and electric vehicles, had a strong 
presence at SURCAR. Amongst other technologies, 
the company showcased the advanced functional-
ity of Axalta’s coatings for the evolving transport 
ecosystem, including how the latest coating 
technology impacts on the effectiveness of sensors 
on autonomous vehicles.

Dr Neil Murphy, Color Science Team 
Manager for Axalta, who specialises in autono-
mous vehicle design, co-presented a session on 
automotive plastic and paint systems for 77 GHz 
radar sensor performance alongside experts from 
Mercedes-Benz. The presentation highlighted the 
importance of multilayer modelling to estimate 

radar performance, maximise radar transmis-
sion and minimise reflection. The presentation 
also covered how coated plastic parts need to 
be optimised to ensure the sensors work safely 
and effectively.

Autonomous vehicle sensors are used for a 
range of functions, such as lane assist, collision 
detection, automatic cruise control and blind-
spot monitoring. Axalta has worked closely with 
Mercedes-Benz, physicists, chemists, designers, 
and colour scientists, to develop radar modelling 
systems in order to create the tools the autonomous 
vehicle market needs to meet its increasingly 
complex requirements.

Watch a product video here. ■

Stellantis Recognised by 
Local Motoring Media

Leslie Ramsoomar, Managing Director of Stellantis 

South Africa.

Coating Solutions for Autonomous Vehicles

The presentation covered how 
coated plastic parts need to be 
optimised to ensure the sensors 
work safely and effectively.
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Working Wheels

Volkswagen has expanded its range of commer-
cial vehicles with the addition of the Crafter 35 
Automatic and 4MOTION derivatives.

By combining versatility, cutting-edge engi-
neering and a business-orientated approach, the 
Volkswagen Crafter has proven itself to be a great 
transport solution. It also offers maximum person-
alisation; 90% of Crafters sold in South Africa are 
converted into busses for passenger transport or 
ambulances and patient carriers, with the balance 
being sold to logistics and courier companies.

The Crafter, which is manufactured in Poland, 
is the largest 3- to 5-tonne van produced by 
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles.

The Crafter has a sturdy frame and a generous 
loading capacity. Boasting a loading capacity rang-
ing between 9.3 m³ and 17.5 m³, the Crafter can 
handle any load thrown at it. It also has the longest 
loading spaces in its class of up to 4.6 metres.

Loading and unloading from the back is made 
easy through two rear wing doors or through the 
1.3 metre-wide left-hand side sliding door. For even 
more convenience, a sliding door is optional for the 
right-hand side as well. The flexible and practical 
nature of the Crafter makes it suited to a variety 
of applications. With a payload capacity of up to 
2.5 tonnes and torque of up to 340 Nm, even the 
heaviest loads feel light.

The Crafter is available in 3.5 tonne GVM and 
5 tonne GVM versions. Customers can also choose 
from two wheelbases (3 640 mm or 4 490 mm), three 
body lengths and two different roof configurations.

The Crafter 35 is fitted with standard safety 
systems such as ESP combined with Brake Assist 
and Crosswind Assist, MCB (Multi-Collision 
Braking), TCS (Traction Control System) and EBD 
(Electronic Brake-force Distribution).

The Crafter 35 Panel Van 2.0 TDI Automatic 
is fitted with the same world-class standard safety 
systems and convenience features found in the 
Crafter 35 Manual version.

The Crafter 35 Panel Van 2.0 TDI Automatic is 
characterised by a 100mm lower loading sill (when 
compared to the 4MOTION derivative), the largest 
loading height and payload in its class as well as 
bigger headroom within the loading area.

The transmission utilised in this derivative is 
the first 8-speed automatic gearbox with a torque 
convertor for transversely mounted front-engine 
vehicles in the commercial vehicle sector. The 
8-speed automatic transmission utilises a torque 
convertor, which transforms the Crafter into a 
vehicle that is easy to drive over long distances. It 
features a robust design to meet the requirements 
of commercial vehicles while transmission ratios 
are adapted for optimum fuel consumption and 
performance. A short first gear ensures hassle-free 
starts even with heavy loads, on inclines or when 
towing a trailer. A long eighth gear ensures low 
rpms at higher speeds for fuel-efficient driving.

The Crafter 35 Panel Van 2.0 TDI 4MOTION 
offers reliable traction, the best tracking stabil-
ity as well as a trailer load of up to three tonnes. 
The Crafter 35 Panel Van 2.0 TDI 4MOTION is 

based on the front-wheel drive model but adds a 
four-wheel drive coupling that delivers power to 
the rear axle. The permanent four wheel driving 
system means that as much power as possible is 
sent to the front wheels alone in order to maximise 
fuel economy.

The six-speed manual gearbox utilised in this 
model has been further developed from the T6 
gearbox to offer shifting comfort similar to that 
of passenger cars, while the transmission ratios 
have been adapted for optimum fuel consumption 
and performance.

The Crafter 35 derivatives are both available 
in the 2.0 TDI engine which boasts 103 kW and 
340 Nm and fuel consumption of 8.2 litres/100 
km (Crafter 35 Panel Van 2.0 TDI Automatic) 
and 9.1 litres/100 km (Crafter 35 Panel Van 2.0 
TDI 4MOTION).

The Volkswagen Crafter comes standard 
with a 2 year/unlimited kilometre warranty, 5 
year/ 120 000km EasyDrive Plan and a 12-year 
anti-corrosion warranty. The service interval 
is 20 000km. ■

VW Expands Popular Crafter Range

Volkswagen Crafter 35 Automatic Static.

In order to improve the efficiencies of freight and 
continue the flow of goods throughout the country 
and the African continent, a partnership between 
the Gauteng Department of Roads and Transport 
and industry associations in the supply chain, 
transport and retail sectors has been established. 
Called the Gauteng Freight Forum, this initiative 
provides a common platform for information shar-
ing between the private sector and Government. 
The Forum will also assist in trouble shooting and 
intervening in areas of concern as they arise.

Championed by Gauteng MEC for Roads and 
Transport, Jacob Mamabolo, the Consumer Goods 
Council of South Africa (CGCSA), the Road Freight 
Association (RFA), the South African Association 
of Freight Forwarders (SAAFF), the South African 
Express Parcel Association (SAEPA) and the 
Transport Forum have joined the initiative.

The Forum has committed to ensuring that 
the movement of essential goods and services 
continues, with the active co-operation between the 
private sector and various arms of Government.

“This Forum is important so that the sector 
does not have to look for Government,” said 
Mamabolo. “That is why it is important for us 
to meet on a monthly basis and analyse risks 
relating to the corridors (our roads, ports and 
rail)  – looking at risks and threats, dealing with 
them promptly and swiftly. Information sharing is 
critical for this”.

Gauteng remains a key destination for 
freight. More than 60% of freight originates or 
leaves through Gauteng. “We want to re-position 
Gauteng as the inland hub for freight and logistics: 
we need to realise its competitive advantage,” 
continued Mamabolo.

In its inaugural meeting the Gauteng Freight 
Forum agreed to work on a concept to secure the 
corridor/s. This includes ensuring there are visible 
policing and law enforcement activities.

The freight industry has welcomed the 
establishment of the Forum. “We are here. We 
are committed. We will collaborate all the way,” 
said Dr Juanita Maree, Chairperson of the South 
African Association of Freight Forwarders.

“We fully support the establishment of the 
Gauteng Freight Forum and look forward to work-
ing together to keep the wheels of our economy 
turning,” commented Gavin Kelly, CEO of the 
Road Freight Association.

“The voice of the freight industry will be 
heard,” concluded MEC Mamabolo. “We are now 
on a sound strategic footing for the secure move-
ment of freight within the Gauteng Province”. ■

Partnership to Improve Freight Established
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Working Wheels

Hino Motors, a regular competitor in the gruel-
ling Dakar Rally since 1991, made a dramatic 
announcement recently in that it intends to race 
a diesel-electric hybrid truck in the 2022 event. 
This means that it will be challenging the so-called 
“monster trucks,” with engines of more than 
10-litre capacity, for outright victory in the 
category with a truck fitted with a hybrid power 
unit producing 794 kW (1 065 bhp).

This is a big leap from the 550 kW (740 bhp) 
that was available from the 9-litre turbocharged 
diesel engine fitted to the Hino 500-Series 4×4 
for the 2020 Dakar Rally in Saudi Arabia. The 
hybrid power train has been fitted to the bonneted 
version of the Hino 500-Series, known as the Hino 
600-Series and sold only in the United States. One 
of these models took part in the 2020 Dakar Rally 
with a regular diesel engine, but had to retire with 
a damaged roll-over bar after a crash.

The high-tech 2022 project is being 
driven by long-time Dakar entrant, Hino Team 
Sugawara. Its leader, Teruhito Sugawara, will 

be the person behind the wheel of the hybrid 
truck in the Dakar Rally, which will take place 
in Saudi Arabia from January 2–14, 2022. The 
development and test programme is already 
well advanced as Hino prepares for its 31st 
Dakar Rally.

“Up until now our hybrid truck has been built 
and developed by a well-qualified and experienced 
team of engineers and technicians, under a cloak 
of secrecy and will only debut on the 2022 Dakar 
Rally,” explained Sugawara, who has competed in 
the past 22 Dakar Rallies. He has only finished out 
of the top 15 overall twice in the 17 years he has 
been a driver, after previously navigating a Hino 
driven by his father.

Hino has already won the truck category in 
the Dakar Rally outright, but this was way back in 
1997 when the 8 015 km route in Africa went from 
Dakar, in Senegal, to Agadez, in Niger, and then 
back to the finish in Dakar. Three Hino 500-Series 
took first, second and third places overall in this 
event, a feat that was only equalled by Kamaz 

in 2011 and repeated by the same Russian truck 
in 2013.

At least one Hino has finished every Dakar 
the brand has contested since 1991, building up 
an amazing 30-year record for durability and 
reliability in the process. Hino is still the only 
Japanese truck manufacturer to tackle the Dakar 
Rally on a regular basis, always facing a strong field 
of Western and European trucks.

The 2022 Dakar Rally will mark the 44th 
edition of this gruelling cross-country endurance 
event, and it will be the third time it will take place 
in Saudi Arabia. The organisers say that 80% of the 
route will be different from previous events in this 
country. The Dakar will start in Ha’il on January 2 
and finish in Jeddah on January 14, with a rest day 
in Riyadh on January 8. ■

Hino Takes a Giant Leap With 
its 2022 Dakar Rally Contender

FAW Trucks has expanded its local range of medium-weight commercial 
vehicles with the introduction of the 8.140FL-AT.

The 8.140FL-AT has a body and payload allowance of six tonnes, making 
it the ideal partner for businesses and fleet owners who require a vehicle of 
smaller dimensions, but with the same durability and ruggedness of its larger 
brethren. It provides seating for a driver and two passengers and features a 
spacious and ergonomically designed cab, while air-conditioning and a radio 
with MP3 and USB functionality are standard.

In its latest iteration it is fitted with a Euro 3 Cummins ISF 3,8-litre engine, 
an Allison 1000 six-speed automatic transmission and a full air dual circuit 
WABCO braking system with ABS.

The high-pressure, common rail four-cylinder in-line powerplant 
from the reputable Cummins range and is well suited to the medium-
weight truck category. Fitted with a turbocharger, it is water-cooled 
and intercooled.

Key features of the engine include good performance, low operating 
costs, low weight, low noise and low emissions capabilities. Advanced thermal 
engineering has made it capable of running at higher operating temperatures, 
while at the same time reducing the size and cost of the vehicle’s cooling pack-
age. Torque is a healthy 450 Nm between 1 200 and 2 200 r/min, while a solid 
output of 105 kW is on tap at 2 600 r/min.

Along with this tried and trusted engine, the newly launched 8.140FL-AT 
features a six-speed fully automatic Allison 1000 transmission with a hydraulic 
torque converter. It also has dual overdrives, with the second overdrive ratio 
being rather high. This allows for low engine speeds at cruising rpm and, 
ultimately, enables significantly reduced fuel consumption.

The 8.140FL-AT will be available from FAW Trucks dealers in a number 
of body derivatives including a drop-side, a taut-liner option, a van body, a 
tipper, a roll-back and a dry-freight insulated body. Customers can also choose 
to purchase the chassis cab and fit their own truck bodies to suit their specific 
needs.

It is sold with a two-year/unlimited kilometre warranty and benefits 
from the full extent of sales and/or service from representative outlets across 
South Africa, Namibia, and Botswana. FAW Trucks has a dedicated national 
parts distribution centre in Spartan, supported by its branches in Durban, 
Harrismith and Cape Town, which act as hubs to support all FAW Trucks 
representatives and self-service operators. ■

FAW Introduces Automatic Derivative of 8.140FL

The FAW Trucks 8.140FL-AT.
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Working Wheels

As of July 2021, two electric buses have been 
incorporated into Golden Arrow’s day-to-day 
operations, carrying passengers between Retreat 
and Cape Town.

Golden Arrow started its renewable energy 
journey in 2017 with the pilot installation of 
two solar plants of 25 kWp each. According 
to a statement, the results were encouraging 
and ultimately led to two of its facilities being 
declared carbon neutral in 2020. Golden Arrow 
then partnered with bus manufacturer BYD 
and uYilo to test two 100% electric buses for a 
12-month period.

“For the first few months, we tested the buses 
in a range of circumstances without passengers. 
The aim was to get to know exactly how these 
vehicles perform before incorporating them into 
our operations,” said Golden Arrow engineer, 
Gideon Neethling, in a statement.

Neethling further said that there is much 
to be learned about the new bus. This includes 
electricity usage under different conditions, charge 
time between trips, possible scheduling challenges 
as a result of charge times, maintenance needs, 
battery degradation and other general operational 
challenges compared to the currently used internal 
combustion engine.

Golden Arrow’s trailblazing transport 
solutions include the testing of free wi-fi on buses, 
an electronic smartcard fare system and now, the 
first electric bus to operate in active service in 
South Africa. ■

South Africa’s First Full Electric Buses Go into Service

Volvo Trucks South Africa has opened a new 
R130 million dealership facility in Durban, 
KwaZulu-Natal, to support the growth of the 
brand’s vehicle parc in the region.

The new facility is located in the Riverhorse 
Valley Business Estate, which is easily accessible 
from the N2 highway, connecting it to all the major 
transport and logistics corridors to Gauteng and 
the rest of the region. The dealership employs 67 
local staff, including 23 qualified diesel mechanics 
and five apprentices.

The new dealership is situated on 37 000 m² 
of land and offers, amongst others, a service 
workshop with 17 bays, pre-delivery inspection, 
test workshop including a bay for servicing LNG 
vehicles, secure trailer parking and an extensive 
parts warehouse.

“It is large enough to allow for smooth and 
efficient flow of vehicles through the workshop, 
reducing congestion, cutting booking lead times 
and limiting unnecessary downtime for custom-
ers,” said Marcus Hörberg, vice president of Volvo 
Group Southern Africa.

“We also focussed a lot of attention on the 
wellbeing of drivers and offers an overnight facility 
for operators should a vehicle come in late in the 
day for servicing. It ensures a safe and comfort-
able space for both male and female drivers with 
separate ablution and sleeping facilities, as well as 
a communal kitchen, lounge and outdoor space 
to relax.”

The development also took the environment 
into consideration, with energy efficient lighting, 

a 20 000-litre water recycling plant in the wash 
bay, increased temperature control and more 
efficient hydraulic tools now in use. All waste 
and discarded lubricants are also safely removed, 
treated, and recycled by a professional waste 
management company.

The second phase of the dealership’s develop-
ment will see solar energy installed to supply 
electricity to all four buildings, which will bring 
the facility closer to its target of becoming a carbon 
neutral facility.

The company has also already engaged with 
the local community to explore and support the 
specific needs of the people in the area. Furniture 
and equipment from the old Volvo Truck and Bus 
Centre in Pinetown was donated to the Quarry 
Heights Primary School, and more projects are 
planned to make a positive contribution to the 
society the dealership operates in.

Volvo Trucks South Africa’s head office is in 
Ekurhuleni, Gauteng and it also has an assembly 
facility in Durban. The company has 19 dealer 
facilities across South Africa. ■

Volvo Trucks Invests in New Durban Dealership

The new Volvo Trucks dealership is located in the 

Riverhorse Valley Business Estate.
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http://www.trucksmag.co.za
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As South Africa battles the third wave of 
COVID-19 infections, companies need to recom-
mit to the policies put in place to prevent the 
spread of the virus within their organisations. For 
fleet managers this means ensuring their sanitisa-
tion policies are strictly followed and drivers are 
given guidance about how to safely interact with 
people at their destinations.

Before the third wave began in earnest, there 
was a tendency to be more relaxed about the 
possibility of contracting or spreading the virus. “It 
is essential to emphasise the importance of main-
taining stringent sanitisation processes to reduce 
the impact of the third wave on your business. 
While hand washing and sanitising are important, 
it takes much more than this alone,” said Eugene 
Herbert, CEO of MasterDrive.

Drivers should follow these steps to ensure all 
vehicles remain sanitised:

 ■ Wash and sanitise your hands at every 
opportunity but if you do not have access to 
hand-washing facilities, just sanitise them.

 ■ If you receive stock or other items, spray or wipe 
it down with disinfectant as well as any areas 
other people may have touched.

 ■ At the end of your shift, disinfect the vehicle so 
that either yourself or a co-worker can start the 
next shift with a fully sanitised car.

 ■ Clean areas such as the door, door handles, 
dashboard, steering wheel, rear-view mirror, 
gearstick, handbrake, radio, arm rests, seatbelt 
and seat with an alcohol-based sanitiser.

 ■ Do not forget areas such as indicator levers, seat 
levers and even fuel cards.

 ■ Wipe down the infotainment system as well but 
rather avoid using an alcohol-based cleaner.

 ■ Remember to sanitise the exterior of the vehicle: 
door handles, door frames and the exterior of 
the boot. 

 ■ If someone travels with you, do not forget to 
sanitise upon their exit.

Sanitising After a Refuel
 ■ Do not forget to put your mask on.
 ■ Make use of the tap function on your card.  
 ■ Keep hand sanitiser or wipes in your vehicle in 

case you need to touch the card machine.
 ■ If you need a bathroom break, ensure you take 

sanitiser with you.   
 ■ Sanitise around your petrol cap both inside 

and  out.
 ■ Wipe down anywhere a petrol attendant 

may touch.

Follow these tips regularly throughout the day. 

“It is only if every person does as much as they 
can to reduce the spread of the virus that we will 
begin to see the light at the end of this wave,” 
said Herbert. ■

 ■ Alcohol based disinfectants will not 
damage the vehicle as long as you use 
it sparingly and do not soak the surfaces 
or use it on infotainment systems.

 ■ Sanitisers cannot set your vehicle alight. 
Spontaneous combustion can only 
happen in specific conditions. Gel or 
liquid hand sanitisers need an external 
ignition source to catch alight. The 
heat of a vehicle alone is not enough to 
cause a fire.

Did You Know?

Keep Your Vehicle Fleet Germ Free

Where to sanitize your car.

The Tyre Equipment Parts Association (TEPA) has 
sent out an urgent appeal to all tyre dealers and 
workshops to refuse to fit any tyres or parts that 
are supplied by the customer without a valid proof 
of purchase.

According to Hedley Judd, national director of 
TEPA, a number of tyre warehouses, tyre dealers 
and spares dealers, particularly in KwaZulu-Natal, 
were looted and ransacked during the recent civil 
unrest. As a result, much of this stock is now doing 
the rounds in the marketplace.

“Where tyres or parts are provided without 
a valid proof of purchase, TEPA suggests that 
the SAPS are alerted to the fact immediately, and 
that any instructions from the SAPS are followed 
correctly,” said Judd.

TEPA said that the losses are likely to lead to 
a short term shortage of stock on a localised basis, 
particularly where current transport issues are also 
proving difficult at the moment. ■

Surplus of Ransacked Tyres 
and Automotive Spare Parts

http://www.autolive.co.za
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Events

Jaguar and bid partner e-Movement recently 
announced that Cape Town has been included as 
a host city for a round of the ABB FIA Formula E 
World Championship in February 2022.

The announcement was made by the 
Federation Internationale de l’Automobile (FIA) in 
Geneva following a scheduled meeting to approve 
the Season 8 calendar by Formula E Operations. As 
the founding partner to e-Movement, Jaguar South 
Africa supported the bid to host the first Formula E 
event in Cape Town. 

Said Richard Gouverneur, Managing 
Director, Jaguar Land Rover South Africa: “This 

is a historic first for our country and Jaguar 
South Africa is ecstatic to have been part of the 
team to secure Formula E for Cape Town and 
South Africa.

e-Movement has been working very closely 
with the City of Cape Town and will continue to do 
so, to finalise processes so that all the requirements 
can be met to stage a successful event early in 2022. 
The news is welcomed by all role-players and is 
seen as a counter-Covid-19 measure to boost South 
Africa’s identity globally, revive the Cape Town 
economy, and re-establish Cape Town as a leading 
tourist and events destination. 

The Cape Town round will be the first FIA 
World Championship single-seater race in South 
Africa since the 1993 South African Grand Prix. ■

Cape Town to Host Formula E in 2022

Alchemy by Deloitte School of Leadership will be 
hosting a virtual Women at the Wheel manage-
ment training programme taking place from the 
14th September to the 27th October 2021.

Covering relevant themes effecting the 
automotive sector, the programme is designed 
to enhance the leadership skills of women in the 
wider automotive industry. Through the course, we 
seek to further the role and elevate the importance 
of women’s contribution to the automotive sector.

The course will be presented virtually over six 
interactive modules, each delivered on a weekly 

basis. Key themes that will be addressed in each 
module include: 

 ■ The future of finance in auto 
 ■ The future of mobility 
 ■ Digitalisation in auto retail
 ■ Leadership and performance for women 
 ■ New emerging business models in auto
 ■ The future of work and what it means for auto

A brochure containing all relevant information 
can be downloaded here. Click here to register for 
the event. ■

Management Training Programme to Enhance the Skills 
and Capabilities of Women in the Automotive Industry

The Simola Hillclimb, will once again showcase 
some of the country’s most exhilarating cars 
and accomplished drivers when it returns to the 
scenic Garden Route town of Knysna, from 3 to 5 
September 2021.

Following numerous delays and postpone-
ments due to COVID-19, the Simola Hillclimb 
has attracted keen interest from Simola Hillclimb 
regulars and newcomers alike, and is set to deliver 
another spectacular event after last being staged in 
May 2019.

The official entry application process 
commenced on 16 April 2021 and closed at the 
end of May, with the available slots for Classic 
Car Friday and the two-day King of the Hill 
quickly oversubscribed.

“We have once again been impressed by the 
number and quality of entry applications received, 
and it’s clear that motorsport enthusiasts are 
desperate to get their cars out and competing 
once again after we were forced to cancel the 

2020 event as a result of the COVID-19 pan-
demic,” said Simola Hillclimb sporting director, 
Geoff Goddard.

“In line with the current COVID-19 regula-
tions we’ve had to meet the strict requirements 
from local and national government, as well 
as from Motorsport South Africa, to proceed 
with this year’s Hillclimb,” Goddard explained. 
“Accordingly, spectators won’t be allowed, and the 
number of support and pit crew will be strictly 
controlled. However, that won’t stop us from 
hosting another spectacular event which will be 
livestreamed throughout the three days of action.”

To accommodate the impressive line-up, the 
organisers have increased the number of competi-
tors taking on the challenge of Classic Car Friday 
(CCF), on 3 September 2021, from the normal 65 to 
74 entrants.

The King of the Hill (KOH) format remains 
unchanged, comprising 84 entries. Saturday 4 
September is centred around the practice sessions 

and first three qualifying sessions, with Sunday’s 
action focused on the final qualifying runs, class fi-
nals and Top 10 Shootouts for the three categories: 
Single Seater and Sports Car, Modified Saloon Car, 
and Road and Super Car.

While fans will undoubtedly be disappointed 
that they won’t be able to witness the action in per-
son, everyone will undoubtedly be on the edges of 
their seats as it all unfolds from 3 to 5 September.

For more information on the event visit: 
www.simolahillclimb.com. ■

All Systems Go for Simola Hillclimb
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